
 
 
On your recital day, please be right on time. You will enter through
the main doors of the Merryman Performing Arts Center. If your
dancer has a costume change, they will be guided to the dressing
area to hang up their costumes. TDW staff will help guide students
where they should go! Parents will stay with students until it is time
for them to take the stage. At that time they will be able to enter the
auditorium and find their premium seating! 
 

Your Recital Day:

A guide to the recital

Everything You Need to Know

Next Week:
There are no classes next week. 

 
We encourage students to continue their at-home practice. 
We know that their confidence rises with each additional rehearsal,
and we want them to keep it up in these last days before the recital!  



Dancer Schedule
Individual Photo
Line up backstage
Line rehearsal, instructors will walk them through their spacings
on the stage. 
Run through with counts or music 
Second, run through
Potential for an additional run through
PERFORM! 
Meet parents by Central Elementary Gym Doors (Southwest) and
exit MPAC or change costumes for the next class. 

Costume Tips

Tutus like a light steam. Hang them upside down (by the crotch
of the leotard) and let them hang out in your bathroom while you
take a hot shower! 
Lots of costume changes? Bring a laundry basket to toss all
costumes into once they've been worn. 
Need tights? We will have them for you at the MPAC. 
Hip Hop classes wear any tennis shoe that is mostly black.
Underwear is not worn with dance costumes.
If your student requires a bra, please make sure it fits
appropriately under the costume. No straps should be visible.

 



Miscellanous

Hair and Makeup
Full Glam! The Fun Part! 

 
Hair that is long enough is to be worn in a bun. Add a side part, a
braid, or a pouf, we don't care. Just make sure that it is secure and
neat in appearance. 
 
Make-Up is optional for our youngest students (Ages 2 -5) and highly
encouraged for all dancers six and older. Use the two face charts
below for a game plan. Use what make-up you have at home. 

 
 
  

No Tap shoes allowed on the tile.
No food or drinks in the auditorium.
Food and drinks are allowed in the cafeteria and lobby
If your student has an 'overlap' in their schedule it is okay. They
will change for their second dance and meet their class on stage.
They will take the photo for that costume after performing. 

 
 



Make Up Chart 1
Use this chart for students enrolled in 

The Works and The Movement

 

*False lashes not required

 



Make Up Chart 2
Use this chart for students enrolled in 

The Momentum and TheCO

 

*False Lashes encouraged!

 


